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FOREWORD

This booklet is a collection o f papers submitted to the Second Roundtable 

“Talking about Dunhuang at the Riverside o f the Neva”, which was held 

on September 3, 2010, at the Institute o f Oriental Manuscripts (IOM), Rus

sian Academy o f Sciences, St. Petersburg, as part o f “Research in the Chi

nese texts which were discovered in Dunhuang, Turfan, etc. and now kept 

in Russia” research program. This program was organized by the Editor 

and supported by the Japan Society for the Promotion o f Science (Grant- 

in-Aid for Scientific Research (B) 21320070). This workshop was conducted 

under the cooperation between the Institute o f Oriental Manuscripts, RAS, 

and the Institute for Research in Humanities, Kyoto University. For the con

duct o f the workshop, we are rather grateful to Dr. Irina F. Popova, Director 

of the IOM. The subject o f the workshop was mainly concerning the Dun

huang manuscripts kept in Russia. We have a long tradition of cooperation 

in this Geld of study dating back to 1929, when Prof. Kano Naoki published 

an article on Wen Xuan (Literary Selections) by the use o f the photographs 

of the Dunhuang manuscript, which Prof. Alekseev provided as a present for 

Kano's 60h birthday. We sincerely hope that at the time of publication o f this 

booklet, the cooperation will have developed further and bring more fruitful 

results in the future.

TAKATA Tokio

Kyoto

February2012
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Remarks on 

the Documents SI O/32 (4112) and ^x-18923 

of the IOM RAS Collection

Irina F. POPOVA

The present paper has a preliminary character as a study of two docu

ments from the collection of the Institute of Oriental Manuscripts, Russian 

Academy of Sciences, which make up part of the official reports (die ^ )  

by the local authorities recording investigations of the death and loss the 

government-owned (or fiscal, belonging to state) cattle.

The most important part of the Dunhuang and Turfan collections world

wide consists of documents. They are legal, official and economic papers of 

various contents. This part of the holdings is remarkable and even unique, as 

it contains long forgotten types of documents reflecting the daily life of the 

Chinese society in a provincial towns and districts located in the region on 

the Empire’s borders. It is well known that in Oriental countries, particularly 

in China, great attention was given to the documents dealing with the affairs 

of the Imperial court and the machinery of State, but the official documents 

of the provincial and county level were not, as a rule, kept for a long time, 

and therefore each find in Dunhuang or Turfan is of the utmost importance 

for Chinese studies.

The documents from Dunhuang and Turfan show the range of the con

temporary social problems and ways by which they might be solved. The life
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22 Talking about Dunhuang

of a large monastic community functioning in Dunhuang was regimented by 

many legal, economic and religious institutions. The discovered documents 

cast light on the life of the community itself, on its relationship with the laity 

as well as on the relationship between the laymen. Dr Éric Trombert has 

offered an opinion that the majority of documents dealing with daily life in 

Dunhuang found their way to the monastery library by chance. At the same 

time many other much more informative documents circulated in the town, 

but the monks did not consider it important to keep them, not to mention the 

documents that could not have been kept in the monastery as they circulated 

exclusively among the laity1. Many documents from Turfan and other re

gions of the Chinese Central Asia, which have very different provenance, are 

kept within the so called “Dunhuang collections”. This is since, because of 

the outward material appearance, some documents from Central Asia were 

later recorded together with those from Dunhuang, therefore making addi

tional problems for those researchers whose task was to study and localize 

them. The document Dx-18923, which came from Gaysata and was acquired 

by the 2nd Russian Turkestan Expedition to Turfan headed by S.F. Oldenburg 

(1863-1934) in 1909-1910, is an example of this kind.

As the livestock-farming was a very important part of the economy in 

the Western Regions, the Central Asian manuscript collections represent a 

vast range of the documents, connecting with the breeding of cattle, camels, 

goats, sheep, or other stock, as well as with the use of wool, skins and meat 

of the animals. Some documents deal with the management of government- 

owned horses or cattle, with the use of public rangelands and with the oper

ation of the horse or donkey post-service. The papers of this kind shed light 

upon the administrative and legal system of the Chinese Empire at the local 

level.

1 TROMBERT 1995, 2.
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The legislation on managing livestock under the Tang Dynasty was 

highly elaborated. The most important regulations were included into the 

15th chapter of the Tang Code “The Public Stables and Granaries” (Jiuku 

^ ^ )  with 28 articles (Nos from 196 to 223)2. The detailed regulations 

were also included into “The Statutes on the Stables and Pastures” (or “The 

Statutes for the Stables Master Office”, Jiumu ling ̂ % ^ )  and ’’Ordinances 

for Chamberlain for the Imperial Stud” (Taipu shi ^ P ^ ) .

The articles of the Code concerning death (si ^ ) ,  loss (shi ^ )  of the 

government-owned cattle and not fulfilling the assigned number of animals 

(ke buchong ̂ ^ ^ )  provided a severe punishment for a guilty person. The 

state-property offence most often mentioned in the Code was damage or 

waste, or injury to the government animals, while crime or negligent be

havior of officials in charge was considered a malfeasance. The legislation 

on the cattle management was very casualistic in character and imposed the 

penalties for unsatisfactory treatment of weak or sick animals (art. 198), for 

using government animals for the transportation of private articles (art. 199), 

for fattening the sacrificial animals for the Great Sacrifice not conforming to 

the law (art. 200), for making use of the government animals in a manner 

so that their backs are laid bare or their throats are worn through the harness 

(art. 201), and for unsatisfactory training of government horses (art. 202).

The Code set up standards for producing animals’ young and to reduc

ing their mortality. It was assumed that yearly total number of horses and 

cattle must give 50 % increase, and therefore the young was raised to 60 %, 

while its death-rate was to remain at 10 %. The responsibility for these statis

tics rested upon the officials of low rank, pasturage director (muzhang 

and pasturage-man (muzi % ^). If the standards were not met, these officials 

were sentenced to a corporal punishment by 30 blows with the light stick for

2Gu Tang lu shuyi, juan  15; JOHNSON 1997, 178-209; RYBAKOV 2001, 193-239.
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24 Talking about Dunhuang

loss of one animal. For 3 animals the punishment increased by one rank, 

but should not exceed 3 years of labour. Assistant director of the cattle pas

turage (muwei ̂ JW), muzhang and muzi were also responsible for the choice 

of suitable pastures. If the increase of the cattle driven to the new pasture 

became lower than it was before, the pasture was considered insufficient, and 

the officials were found guilty.

In the present paper we cite two 

manuscript fragments containing re

ports (die) of the local authorities, who 

were responsible for fiscal cattle, ad

dressed to the higher administrative in

stances. In the time of Tang Dynasty, 

an advanced and complicated system of 

official papers exchange was developed, 

and fixed forms existed for the docu

ments directed from the upper to lower 

level authorities, from the lower to up

per level and for the equal level admin

istration. The Chinese administrative 

law established the clear standards and 

procedure for each kind of them, es

pecially for the official documents ad

dressed to the Court and high officials. 

“The Six Statutes of the Tang Dynasty” 

(Da Tang liu dian ^ ^ A № ,  juan 1, 

Shangshu du sheng ascer

tained to address with reports (die) to 

the officials higher than 9th rank.

Figure 1: SIO/32(4112)
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The documents from Turfan and Dunhuang collections give the new 

evidence for the cases when the low officials in the counties and settlements 

were solving their administrative problems with the use of reports. The frag

ment under the press-mark SI O/32 is a part of “Report on the Mortality of 

the Government-owned Oxen” (si guan niu die and the fragment

Dx-18923 is a part of “Report submitted by Gaysata shouling Sabo Silüe on 

the search of the [Government-owned] Donkey”. Below we give their de

scription, translation and commentaries.

I. SI O/32 (4112)

Report on the Mortality of the Government-owned Oxen3.

[Description of the Manuscript]

Fragment, 12.3 x 29.5 cm. A vertical strip of paper, its beginning and end 

missing. The paper is white and solid. Thickness, 0.015-0.019 cm. Grid of 

5 lines per 1 cm. 5 lines (2 incomplete), containing 9 to 30 characters. The 

upper field, 3.8 cm. At the bottom the text reaches the end of the strip. Kai 

script.

[Chinese text]

2 . —-Mo

3. g?) ,

# 0 # Ü o i №

( â ) ë :

5. [ ] â * ^ o  H^MWJ, № M #,

3First ublished facsimile in: POPOVA 2010, 78.
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26 Talking about Dunhuang

[Translation]

(1) “[As for] Xianzhong community, [whichis related] to [the present] precinct 

(fang W), if the government-owned ox [entrusted to them] died without [ob

vious] reason, the community members should compensate the loss. (2) [On] 

one ox -  black and white, altered, twelve years of age. (3) During the inves

tigation concerning the aforementioned [ox] the dispatch (zhuang K) was 

received from the cattle supervisor (niuzi ^ ^ )  Li Dabao, who reported that 

the aforementioned ox, grazing in a herd, suddenly got ill. Next day (4)

<.....> took water and grass. As it was a government-owned ox [the cattle

supervisor] did not dare to keep silence and respectfully requested to settle 

the matter. He submitted to the commander (zhushuai ^ ® )  Zuo Xuangui

and others [the following] explanations: (5) <.....> took water and grass.

Respectfully submitted [this] to be envisaged on the ground of the aforemen

tioned investigation”.

[Commentary]

Fragment SI O/32 makes part of the report on the mortality of the government- 

owned cattle, or, to be exact, of the government-owned oxen (guan niu die 

The inventory has no note about the provenance of the document, 

but according to the press-mark SI O (Serindia collection/Oldenburg), it was 

acquired by the 2nd Russian Turkestan Expedition to Turfan in 1909-1910 

headed by S.F. Oldenburg. It is analogous to the documents recording in

vestigations of death of the government-owned or post horses published by 

Henri Maspero4, and therefore could be dated around the same time, possibly 

by the beginning of the 8th century. We suggest as an Addendum the Chinese 

text and translation of the most ample of these documents.

The beginning of the document is missing, but according to the adopted

4MASPERO 1953, 136-149, pl. 301-302, 309.
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form, it should start with names of the applying and applied institutions, the 

denomination of the type of the document, and a head-line, which usually 

represents a subject of the report5, in our case it is a government ox with a 

description of its color, marks, and age. Below follows the review of the case. 

The document SI O/32 obviously records a number of the cases. The 1st line 

of the fragment is a conclusion for the previous case.

According to the Tang Code the one guilty in the voluntary killing of the 

government-owned cattle was subject to rather a severe punishment -  one and 

a half years of hard labour, while the involuntary killing was punished only 

by a fine6. Therefore, the liable persons, who might have been open to sus

picion, took the initiative of investigation and compiled dispatches (zhuang) 

explaining the circumstances of the cattle’s mortality. The document SI O/32 

records the following: the cattle supervisor7 Li Dabao reported on the

death of the government ox to his direct chief Zuo Xuangui ^ ^ 3 ,  who held 

the post of the commander (zhushuai i ® ) ,  the junior rank in the military ad

ministration of the county8. Their next move was submitting the message to

5AKAGI Takatoshi 2008, 77.
6Gu Tang lu shuyi, juan 15. 203, 10a-11b; JOHNSON 1997, 188-189; RYBAKOV 2001, 

210-212.
7For niuzi (lit. ‘man tending cattle’) we offer the translation ‘cattle supervisor’, not

‘herdsman’, or ‘herder’, as it is quite obvious that this post supposed some learning and its 
holder was authorized to compile dispatches (zhuang). Ch. Hucker menshions a position of 
‘cowherd’ (niuren ^ A ) ,  ordinary or junior servicemen, members of the Ministry of Education 
under the Zhou Dynasty, who were responsible for providing oxen for sacrificial ceremonies 
(HUCKER 1995, 356).

8The meaning of the official title of zhushuai is not clear. R. des Rotours translates 
zhushuai as ‘officer’, but notes the ambiguity of both the term and its’ translation (DES RO
TOURS 1947, 67). The subcommentary on the art. 76 of the Tang Code sheds some light on the 
meaning of this official title: (Gu Tang lu shuyi, juan 8, 1b),
in translation by W. Johnson: “Commanding officers and those of higher rank refer to officers 
between the ranks of vice-commander and general-in-chief” (JOHNSON 1997, 39). Therefore, 
the official title of zhushuai could be referred to any immediate commanding officer from the 
lower level of squadron vice-commander and higher to a general-in-chief (Cf. RYBAKOV 2009, 
391).
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28 Talking about Dunhuang

the military authorities of the province, who were to make investigation and 

compile a report (die) addressed to the Department of Personnel (bingcao ^  

W) of the province level. The verification of this report was a duty of the 

administrator of the Department of Personnel (bingcao canjun ^ W # ^ ) 9, 

who on the completion of the case should have supposedly sent his report to 

the Department (si ^ )  of the War Ministry10. The document SI O/32 (4112) 

lacked the end, but on the analogy with the document cited by H. Maspero 

(see: Addendum), we can have some possible evidence to model the steps of 

the officials.

The document mentions the position of cattle supervisor (niuzi), directly 

keeping the records on the cattle. It is obvious that reporting of the livestock 

mortality was in his personal responsibility, which set him apart from the 

other petty officials and workers attending the government-owned cattle11. 

In his report the cattle supervisor points that the ox was grazing in a herd 

when he got ill, and this note is of immense importance for the responsible 

official. Usually the cattle was held on the open pastures, except during the 

winter season, in case of illness or some other cases, when it was placed into 

a cattle-shed or stable and was bound and fed (xisi ^M ). The this case the 

penalty would be increased by one degree12.

9The duties of administrator (canjun or canjunshi # ^ ^ )  varied in different epochs, 
but the field of his administrative activity was always very broad. During the reign of the Tang 
Dynasty it definitely was the key post (of 7-9 rank) at the local military administration. Among 
administrator’s duties was solution of the problems of civilian population (RYBAKOV 2009, 
346 - 347; HUCKER 1995, 517-518).

10The War Ministry (bingbu ^ ® )  comprised the Head Department (bingbu si ^ ^ ^ ) ,  the 
Land Accounting Department (zhifang si ® W ^ ), the Vehicle Department (jiabu si ̂ ^ ^ )  and 
the Arsenal Department (kubu si ̂ ^ ^ )  (Xin Tangshu, juan 47. 37, 1185).

11 See: MA Junmin and WANG Shiping 1996, 83-91.
12Gu Tanglushuyi, juan  15.196, 3b.
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II. Dh-18923

Report submitted by Gaysata shouling Sabo Silue on the search of the 

[Government-owned] Donkey .

[Description of the Manuscript]

Fragment, 10.5 x 30 cm. A horizontal strip of paper, its upper part missing. 

The paper is beige and solid. Thickness, 0.015-0.019 cm. Grid of 5 lines per 

1 cm. 8 lines, all incomplete, containing 1 to 9 characters. At the bottom the 

text reaches the end of the strip. Kai script.

[Chinese text]

1....

2. ...

3. ...

4. ... j s i j j ^ o

5. № S fW £ n M ,^ ]S o  

6....

7.... ] ^ i # £ o

8.... ] H 0 , ^  (=ft?)o

13Translated according to the edition by ZHANG Guangda and RONG Xinjiang 2002, 229
230; published facsimile in: E cangDunhuang wenxian, vol. 17, 285.
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30 Talking about Dunhuang

[Translation]

(1) [On] ... one donkey. (2) ... [from] Shenlu, looking around Yuhe. (3) 

... standard. [We are] afraid that of road ... (4) ... respectfully requested to 

settle the matter. (5) ... [The report (die) is submitted on the grounds of the 

foregoing dispatch (zhuang). Respectfully submitting this] report. (6) [On] 

... month, day by shouling Sabo Silue submitted report. (7) [Resolution:] ... 

is no loss. (8) [On]... forth day, here (or checked?).

[Commentary]

Fragment Dx-18923 makes part of the report on the search of the government- 

owned donkey. The report was compiled by Sabo Silue M M S ^ , holding 

the official title of shouling , a county leader of non-Chinese origin from 

Gaisata (Chin. Jiexie f f i i) .  The document was studied by Zhang Guangda 

and Rong Xinjiang, who suggested reading and comprehensive commentary 

of the text. The site of Gaysata, one of “Six settlements” (Liu cheng AM) in 

Zhiluozhou was located in Dandan-Uiliq to the north-west of mod

ern Khotan (Hetian ftH ). The person Sabo Silue (M M S ^  or MMffiM), 

in Khotanese Spata Sldaka (or Sldaki), was an official, mentioned in a num

ber of the Khotanese documents. The earliest of them is “Report submitted 

by Gaysata commoner Silue on the 2nd month of 16th year of Dali”

(S.5864 of British Library collection), with a 

date corresponding to 781. In the document Dx-18917 “Report submitted by 

Gaysata commoner Se-<...>-nuo on the 5th month of 4th year of Zhenyuan 

on the liabilities of Yilu”

dated by 788, he appears under the low official title bailiff (suoyou P^fi), 

responsible for raising of the taxes14.

The 1st line of the fragment represents a subject of the report, which

14ZHANG Guangda and RONG Xinjiang 2002, 223, 225, 237-238.
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was submitted on the case of ineffectual search for a donkey. In China under 

the Tang Dynasty donkey were used for the post and delivery service, and 

in many cases the standards and guidelines for their breeding and use were 

almost the same as for the horses15. Once every three months, the horses 

and cattle were to be released for coupling, but the responsibility for this 

stock was the same as for the grazing cattle. The punishments for loss of 

the running stock were imposed according the “Statutes for the Stables and 

Pastures” (Jiumu ling ^ % ^ ) ,  which made the following explanation: “If 

government-owned stock, grazing on a pasture, is lost, it is to be sought for 

one hundred days, and if it is not caught, the cost is estimated appropriate for 

the locality and time of the loss, and to summon a half [of this price] from 

each pasture-man (muzi % ^ )  and a pasture director (muzhang % §). If the 

value of [their] household and slaves is not sufficient, it is defined according 

to the [price] in copper [coins] to add [a number of blows] with a heavy stick, 

[as is prescribed] according to standard. If [stock] is lost or dead, compensa

tion is distributed according to personal responsibility. If [it was lost] from 

the stable, zhushuai [pays] equally to muzhang, and equerry (siding M T) 

equally to muzi. If [the cattle after have been caught] dies without [obvious] 

reason, [the loss] should be compensated by the stock of local [people]”16. In 

the case reported by the document Dx-18923 the lost donkey was not found, 

but according the resolution “...is no loss”, the measures taken for its’ search 

were considered sufficient, nobody of the officials responsible for the catch

ing was found guilty and no fine was imposed.

15See: MENG Yanhong 2006.
16NIIDANoboru 1933, 704.
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32 Talking about Dunhuang

Conclusion

The cited documents are incomplete, but nevertheless their fragments 

contain some legal and social information. They prove that elaborated system 

of livestock management with detailed accounting existed in the 8th century 

China, including its far border regions. Both official papers report on the 

loss of cattle, e.g. cases are subject to the criminal trial and are submitted 

by the officials responsible for the military and civil affairs at the county 

level (zhushuai and shouling). The control over the livestock number was 

also within a circle of their administrative responsibility, still they obviously 

had no right to investigate the criminal cases. The document SI O/32 (4112) 

mentions the position of cattle supervisor (niuzi), a petty official, directly 

keeping the records on the cattle in a herd, but we did not find this title in any 

other sources.

Addendum

Report on the Mortality of Government-owned Horses (guan ma die Й

,Ш ) 17

[Translation]

“O n ... the day of [the Third] moon... [clerk lushi ШШ].

Administrator (canjun #Щ ), administrative supervisor ad interim (lushi 

canjun 8 Ш # Щ )18, <...> Lian Yu ;®#.

17Translated according to the edition and French translation of the text: MASPERO 1953, 
140-143, pl. 302.

18Administrative supervisor (lushi canjun or lushi canjunshi was the
civil post of the 8th rank, the highest grade in the administration of the military governor dudufu 
® ^ Й .  V.M. Rybakov translates the appellation of this post as ‘the secretary assisting in solving 
matters’ (‘соучаствую щ ий в делах секретарь’), Ch. H ucker- as ‘administrative super
visor’ (HUCKER 1995, 323), R. des Rotours -  as ‘administrateur greffier’ (DES ROTOURS 
1948, 510). Its holder’s duties included collecting files from the lower instances, copying papers 
and document inventory-making, use of stamps, providing personnel with paper, brushes, etc.
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The 13 th day.

Dispatch (zhuang K) from the garrison settlement Liuguzhen 1 0 # ^  

submitted to the Province.

[On] one post horse [registered at] Xizhou (Karakhoja) -  a chestnut 

roan gelding, ten years of age.

In the course of investigation concerning the aforementioned [post horse] 

the evidence of the stable-man (mazi M i )  19 Gao Huai was taken, 

according to which [he] previously started from Xizhou driving this horse, 

and drove [it] to Beiting On the 28th day of the current month [he] 

returned to Liuguzhen and remained [there] for three days. When [he] fed 

[the horse, it] suddenly got covered with a white acetous perspiration. [And 

later on], when it was sent 5 li to the south of the settlement, it suddenly had 

an attack of icterus (jihuang ^ S )  and died. As it was the post horse [the 

stable-man] respectfully requested to make investigation.

In this connection an order was received to investigate the causes of its 

death. According to the rules the commissaries (dian A )20 Sun [Huai]jun M 

[ffi M and Gao Guang [were sent] to make the investigation clarifying 

if there was some other cause for the horse’s [death] than that presented in 

the dispatch (zhuang). They reported that the horse having moved 5 li away 

from the settlement suddenly died of the attack of icterus. [It is] true and 

there is no other cause. As it was found that there was no other cause for the 

horse’s death the stable-man was prescribed to inventory the hide and meat

(RYBAKOV 2009, 365).
19Here we follow MASPERO 1953, who translates mazi M ?  (lit. ‘man tending horses’) -  

the post of a person responsible for employment of horses -  as ‘stable-man’ (‘palefrenier’).
20Commissary (dian f t )  was a junior post that supposed no rank. The holder’s du

ties included inventory-making. V.M. Rybakov translates the appellation of this post as 
‘keeper’ (‘xpaHHTejib’) (RYBAKOV 2009, 252), Ch. Hucker translates it as ‘manager, clerk’ 
(HUCKER 1995, 499), R. des Rotours -  as ‘intendant’ (DES ROTOURS 1947, 236), H. 
M aspero-as ‘archiviste’ (MASPERO 1953, 141).
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himself and to collect [these for the storehouse]. After that he had to prepare 

the account (lu 8 )  [on this case] for submitting to the Province. Presently 

the dispatch (zhuang) should be sent for [further] consideration.

The present report (die) is submitted21 [to Department of Personnel 

(bingcao ^W )22 on the grounds of the foregoing dispatch (zhuang).

[At the same time] the aforementioned [horse’s] hide -  one piece -  

should be handed over to the commissaries.

[Signed: Station-master Zhai § ]  Deyi S S .

In the first year of Shenlong ###  [era], on the 1st day of the Third Moon 

(March 29,705) the commissary (dian) Sun Huaijun and the administrator of 

the Department of Personnel ad interim (bingcao canjun ^ W # ^ ) 23 Zhang 

Caiyi compiled the [present] report.

[Resolution:] “Handed over to the department (si ^ ) .  Zhao Ying S

K ”.

On the 9th day of the Third Moon (April 6 [705]) clerk (lushi 8 ^ )  

<...> got [the report].

Administrative supervisor ad interim (lushi canjun 8 ^ # ^ ) ,  [signed:] 

Si S  <...>.

[Signed: Cheng f§] Lianyu on the 13th day ...

From the stables (mafangM S).

[On] the post horses -  one dapple mare and one bay gelding.

21The report (die) was submitted to the Department of Personnel (bingcao ^ W ), that was an 
army division of more than 10 thousand man quartered in the district.

22Administrators ofthe Department ofPersonnel (bingcao canjun ̂ W # ^ )  hadawide range 
of duties: they were responsible for organizing exams for army officers, for all kinds of military 
weapons, for construction of defense fortifications and keeping beacons in order, for post service 
as well as for organizing hunts (ROTOURS 1948, 696-697).

23Ch. Hucker translates the appellation of this post as ‘discipline officer’ (i.e. an officer 
responsible for discipline) and specifies that there were 500 men and more subordinated to him 
(HUCKER 1995, 575). R. des Rotours offers the translation ‘chef de la police des troupes’ 
(ROTOURS 1948, 741), while H. Maspero -  ‘commandant de cinq-cents hommes’ (MASPERO 
1953, 142).
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The aforementioned horses were sent to Yizhou # # [ . They got ill with 

asthma, the veterinary doctor [could not] cure [them], and presently [they] 

are dead, which case we request to investigate.

Today, on ... [day] of the Fifth additional month, respectfully [submit

ted].

The present report is compiled on the grounds of the foregoing dispatch. 

Respectfully submitted in accordance with the foregoing.

In the 1st year of Shenlong on the <...> day of the Third Moon the

commissary Wei Ji M R  compiled [the present] report.

Commander (zhushuai ^ ® )  Hu Yuanqing ^ A B .

Judge of the Court Martial (yaguan fW ), head bailiff (guoyi S ^ )  Fan 

Yuanxing ^ A M .

[Resolution: ] To investigate the cause. Handed over to the department 

(si ^ ) .  Zhao Ying S K .

On the 9th day [of the Third Moon] (April 5, 705).

The Department of Personnel (bingcao ^W ).

Buyer [signed]: Cao Xiaonu WA®.

Buyer [signed]: <...> Qi s .

The post horses -  one dappled mare and one bay gelding. Delivered.

Having received the order to investigate the aforementioned case we 

submit the following report (zidie ^ ^ )  on [the death] of the horses. In the 

course of [our] investigation of the case of the horses’ [death] it was found 

that there is no other cause of their death than asthma, which is true.

The present report is compiled on the grounds of the foregoing dispatch. 

It is respectfully submitted in accordance with the foregoing.

In the 1st year of Shenlong, the Third Moon, day <...> commissary Zhu 

Ying compiled [the present] report.

In pursuance [of the instructions] [the meat] was sold. Reported on
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accomplishment.

Commander (zhushuai ^ ® )  Hu Yuanqing ^ A B .

Station-master (caotou f§ ^ )  Zhai Deyi S

Veterinary doctor (shouyi M B) Cao Zhijian WWS.

Administrator for the Department of Personnel (bingcao canjun

^ )  Cheng Lianyu f§;®#.

[Resolution:] “Handed over to the department. Zhao Ying S K ”. 
Written down by the commissary (dian) Zhu Ying.
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